EMF 10ft x 10ft HIGH PRESSURE INFLATABLE

Please Note:
All artwork is printed in CMYK, please convert all PMS or RGB artwork to equivalent CMYK colour breaks down. Please be aware that slight colour variation may occur in the printing process as colours displayed on a monitor can change when printed.

This template is designed at a 75% scale of the final product. Rasterised artwork supplied at 300dpi to suit the template size is the minimum requirement for a high quality final print.

Copyright Extreme Canopy 2018

ROOF & VALANCE PANELS

LEFT ROOF PANEL  FRONT ROOF PANEL  RIGHT ROOF PANEL  BACK ROOF PANEL

INSIDE FULL WALLS

LEFT WALL INSIDE PANEL  FRONT WALL INSIDE PANEL  RIGHT WALL INSIDE PANEL  BACK WALL INSIDE PANEL

OUTSIDE FULL WALLS

LEFT WALL OUTSIDE PANEL  FRONT WALL OUTSIDE PANEL  RIGHT WALL OUTSIDE PANEL  BACK WALL OUTSIDE PANEL
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